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A, ATTENDANCE AND ORGANIZATION OF WORK

duration of the session

lo llie tenth session of the Conference of African'Statisticians was held in ECX
Headquarters, Addis Ababa, from 17 to 22 October 1977e The meeting was opened by

the Executive Secretary of the Economic Commission for Africa,

Attendance

2« The session was attended by representatives of the following member States of the
Commission* Algeriar Angola, Burundip Cape Verde, Chad, Congo* Egypt, Ethiopia, Gabon,

Gambia, Ghana, Guinea-Bissau, Equatorial Guinea, Ivory Coast. Kenya, Liberia, Malawi,
Niger, Nigeria, Senegal^ Sierra Leone, United Republic of Cameroon, United Republic of
Tanzania& Upper Voltaa Zambia and ZaJtreo The associate member States of France and
the United Kingdom were also representedo

« ■ -

3o The following States Members of the United Nations were represented by observers 1
Federal Republic of Germany, Sweden and the USSSo A representative of the United Nations
Statistical Office was present,, The United Nations. Children's fljnd (UNICEF) and the
United Nations Development Programme were representedc The session was attended by
representatives of the following specialised agenciesz the International Labour
Organisation (HX)), the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (RVO)
and the World Health Organization (WH0)o The following intergovernmental bodies were
represented? the Commission of *he European Communities, the East African Community (EAC),
the African and Jfaurititan Cowmen,Organisation (OCAM) and the African Association of Trade
Rroaotion Organizations (AATFO).

4o Observers were also present from the Minich Centre for Advanced Training in Applied
Statistics for Developing Countries? CfiSD of Paris, the Institut africain et maarioien
de s.atistique et d'economie appliquee -of Xi sali.,-the Jnetituto .for Demographic Training
and Research (IR)RD^ of Yaounde. ths Institute oi* Statistics and AppUed Economics^f
Jfekerere University fa Kampala and the East African Statistical Training Centre of
Dar es Salaam0 ^*

Election of officers - .

5o Sfro Parmeet Singh (Kenya) was elected Chairman of the Conference, with Ms% Uaine
atop (Senegal) and ftfrc hiis Cola^ (Angola) as ftt^st aaid second ^Te-Chairfflen respectively
and to?0 S,0* Adeyinka (Nigeria.) as Rapporteurs

B. AGENCft

6* On 17 October 1977 the Conference adopted the following igendaj

1. Opening address

2© Election of officers

3. Adoption of the agenda (CAS.10/lUP.i)
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Matters arising from the ninth cession of the Conference

(a) Keport on HCA statistical activitiesi J.975rl977

te)- 3D? inyentpry (E/CN.H/CA3,10/2) ■ , : .. ■ . ...

(e) Directory ofjAfrican Statisticians

Statistical organisation and training

(a) 'forking Group to Review Statistical Training Needs in Africa

, .- . (E/CN.H/C/g".10/4 and 5) . -i.. -

(b)' Technical assistance in statistical development

6. National accounts and related statistics" ~_'

(a) Implementation of the revised system of national -accounts

(E/CN.H/CrtS.10/7,8 and 95 S/CN#H/C3IB/l0)

(b). ' Public sector statistics (s/CN,14/SSIB/ll) , ,

(c) Prices (s/CN.H/GAS.10/lO) ■ ;

7*' General economic statistics

- (a) External, trade (S/GN.H/CAG,,10/ll)^ . - ,:': ';}

(b) Uhergy (s/GN.,14/C/iS.10/l2; 3/CN._U/G3IB/lO) ".; ; . ■ ; \ '

(c) Industry (3/CN.H/OiC,io/l3 and 20; S/C^.U/GEIB/llJ r ■;. .

(d) Agriculture

(e) \ dt"-3r economic statistics (2/CN.U/33i3/£,9 and -10); ..

.^♦" Debographic and social ct&tia'tica . .r. :v-., ■

-. (a) Population and housing censuses and surveys (E/CN,H/C^»l^/l4,15 and 15)

(b) African Household Purvey Capability Programme (3/CN,14/C/£#lC-/l7 and 18)

(c) Other demographic and social statistics (3/CNa14/CA3«J&/l9;
3/CN.14/CEIB/8 and 10) ....

;••. .-,-9« -^rcgramme of work arid priorities (3/CNil4/G/i3V10/l) *■'"."

10• Other matters

11. Consideration of the draft provisional agenda for the eleventh session

of the Conference :. . '. ' ■ ' ■ -; -

12. Adoption of the report of the Conference



Go ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Daatfa of tfe»Q Koko Kouakou

7o ■■■■'Betfcto'-fcegiTO^ing its proceedings the Conference obsereed a minute's silence in
memory of l&% Koko Kcuakou, former Director of the Statistical Service of the Ivory
Coasty w»o:had diod ia JanusiV 1977 after a brie^-'iHnoss, leaving a wife and four

children* Mr, Kw.isoa had graduated as inggni^^tsMg^J^n^ono^ste *" ^^
3ji addition to directing the Stat.l3vi.cal Sei-vioe ;of tho '^Oi.'y Coast for more thar.

10 yearsj be had represented the Mijiister of Bducaiion as Chairman of the Governing

Council of the Abidjan School of Statistics*, His death had been a severe loss to

the Ivory Coast and to the statistical community ir. Africa^

address !

8, Hie session was opened by the ECA Executive Secretary vhot after welcoming the

participants ? noted that the Conference had decid^ct to me&t for only onfe week instead
of the previous.,3D days but £ha* its workload refined heavy,. Co-ordination and .

expansion of tr^inin© throds^irh^ proposed Statistical Training Prog^aTrane for Africa

(STPA) would be ■& -Joajcterst^esi f6r consideration • oil the basis of recommendations made

by African consulia»1as: and a .regional working g«.-oup« Otrhdif' topics of special importance

wera the African Cesisiis Progpamrae (ACP) and the follow-up African Household Survey

Capability PiHigransne (AHSCP) o '

:»- .The Executive Secretai^y drew s distinction betw^Eiri STE\^ which provided basic

ii^MttjsJ'to statistical deveXopiKsntj and «CP and MISCTp which were more directly

concent witb.irhe viork of statistical aervife«s«■- #s urged that proper balance should

be ^irst^lnfsd beti>^een those two kinds of activiiyo ' ''"'

Conftireiice also had inper-to^f wciI: to do In the fields of national accounts,

i l arji ether* *ta lstiosf uhich sho^^ be dealt, .with during .

jMo- Ixi addition he pointed out that ECA was striving to develop all its activities along
more operational lines ? and requestea the Ciont'erence to consider xts own contribution to

it effort: op; %$& tanis of suggestiofiE made by the-sec^etarlato He, appreciated that ,

iuigr^.uouZ4 &3«^■■.ifro.:.&omfz slowdyj becao^b moot statistical resources currently available
were needed ior national purposeEo Nsr^rtbeless^'statistics was a promising field fo

technical -co—oper&tion among developing coun^hries ? sjid it would be wise to make an

early starts- ■.,..- * ■ ' ' .."."...

lfatters arising from the ninth session of the Conference (agenda item 4) -

.. . . L ■•

12. A msmber of the secretariat prsssnted a report en ECA statistical activities since

the ninth session of the Confear-ence (e/CNo1/v/G\Sc.10/1), A number of factors relevant

to. the planning, of. future work were noted fbn ccn5id<3ration.; ' -+,

13* The Conferapca then devoted *#i^oelf ^o flleetittg the chaliailge of t£e Executive

Secretary in hitv opening speech to 'beocaae-'more operational and aiore x»esp<3nslye to
di situation in African The Sxecutive-Secretaryv h£d ihkavified two main
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retirements: steasttrement of the physical quality of lif-e, which would involve demographic
and eraoio-«Qononao .ata, and data In support of the effort to establish a new international
economic order, which involved greater self-reliance and an increase in net financial
inflows o

1A» Regarding the first of ihe two points, the Conference noted that demographic data
in the region had been considerably improved through the African Census Programme and
that integrated and continuing data on levels of living and the related economic, social
and demographic characteristics would become available through satisfactory implementation
of the African Household Survey Capability Programme.

15o Cki the second point, improvement of price data at various levels was essential
for a satisfactory analysis of the region's position in world trade. Most of the other
requirements enumerated by the Executive Secretary could be met through better external
trade statistics and effective utilization of other statistics derived from administrative
records*

J6'** 1hlJOnference fullr supported the view that the time was opportune for a chance
if!*.Pre^?^L!?1SUlt?tiV^ *"* **" ifl0PV «***««• in order for it to become morTself-

reliant. Relevant considerations were the assumption of direct responsibility for some

?T!15 £?£ statlstlcal oevelopment, and the possible reccns^SutioTof iZ
^^^t^^ StatUS *■**•** ******* "tthto the BeAstructure.

newset**terns^refemice^new

e«tfnsivediscussion of operational activities that could be organized
i? 8ecretarif48UPP<**- Su<* activities concerned technica/co-o^eration

*9&k ?* included Intergwernmental advisory services, thT^
*"*1*- Mh ^^ to particulaTfields t& the provision

Study t0Ur8 "* the exchan«e <* expertise through

*° 8tud^ P—-^M- »«» constitutional

of African StatisnciaSf Ministers before the rferenth session of the Conference

and aeans of
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(b) EDP inventory
,..■"■■.. . *■ .. :..". -

20. A document entitled "Electronic ;data processing inventory' (E/<JN9"T4/CASr10/2). waa
introduced "by a representative of the secretariate it was pointed out that the document

reflected mainly the results of a recent inquiry among African countries, to which only

22 countries had responded. If there had been a better response to the inquiry, a more

definitive document might have been-produced.1 An appeal was made to countries to make
the next round, of the survey a success» ..-.■■

21. The Conference noted that there was increasing demand for the use of computers in
daijajprocessing in order to speed up publication of the results of important statistical
workon such topics as external trade; population censusesand household surveys, ■
However, the question of under-utilization of computers was raised in the light of the
considerable foreign exchange oost involved in the installation and wire of hardware
an4 procurement, of software* A representative of the secretariat pointed out that it
was difficult.to make any comparison of the rate of utilization'of computers because
of differences between makes and models. He described briefly the two different concepts
of such measurement, which were referred' to asiquantitative and'-qualitative measurement,
in view of the difficulties he reoommended the adoption of the simplistic method of
measuring the monthly elapsed clock time for standardized types of computer applications,'
like production, programme development, programme tests, equipment maintenance and
equipment down—lime.

22. The Conference was concerned at the problem ofproliferation of.computer equipment
in the region.. It agreed thataa^heed had arisen for the establishment of a data
processing authority in each of the countries where date processing installations were

It ~+!T+Or were Pr°P°sed;. Such a body would initiate policy for the optimal use .
!L?n? n ! ^ rationalize equipment acquisition and utilization. The authority
would also promote the development and applications;of'informatics. auxnorixy

23. In the course of the discussion three areas of difficulty were recognized: inadeouate
Xt?1 "f ^^f. stably qualified staf<and problem'Tsofiwart ^

^^tnSw^ the th areae ^-^ ^ ^^ ^ dependence
on training provided by the manufacturers; and suppliers of. tfeerequipnent, a situation
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26, The difficulties encountered by newly independent countries, including a lack of
expertise and trained personnel, were recognized. -Such coun-frri-es were advised to take ' -
advantage of existing training facilities in addition to seekiiig,bilateral aid.in
achieving that objective. . ■., ■■ ■■■

27* On the question of developing software, the Conference., learned of the efforts
of the United Nations Statistical Office in developing software packages which were to
be made available very soon*.

28. In order.to increase the utilization of computers it was also agreed that statisticians
should be trained as systems analysts and programmers; it was believed that that approach
would enhance the quality of statistical production by computer processing. ' {

29. The Conference learned that participation in the field of EDP could also be improved
by establishing an association of computer users in the region„ That approach should
help in promoting-exchanges of expertise and .computer software. Note was also taken
of the work of the International Data Development Association in Marseille,

M -Plreotory Of African Statisticians : .. -

30. Introducing this topic, the secretariat indicated that the suggestions:made at the
n:uitn session of the Conference were taken into consideration in the new edition of the
Eirectoryc The title of the document has now been changed and separate lists have been
drawn.up fornonr-Africans who are classified according to th«tr country of origin or
their supporting agency, . ; - ■■' . ■•■ &

■ ' ■■ ■'"■'- \ " . ■ ■■ ■■

31. Some partiQipants suggested that more detailed.information should be included -(
concerning the experience and specialization of ..the,-statisticians listed in'the ■Directory.
It was pointed out that, in view of the considerable*number of statisticians who have
currently been inventoried, it would not be desirable to carry out such an operation. : '
It would however be.useful to prepare a serrate. "Directory of Specialists" featuring ;""V:
only statisticians with'long experience in very "specific fields. ■ ■' ' ' ;

32. In response to a question, the secretariat pointed-,out that only professional
stat^tip^ans are included in the-Directory,. It:was indicated that it would Wdesirable
to take into account middle-level statisticians employed on important functions in
certain oountries with staff shortages. ":

33. Lastly, the participants were invited to up-date the information appearing in W
?^U!Sr made availatle to them» T^e Conference set a deadline of 15 November •'*'"
?7L ^-re°eipt °f SUCh information in the secretariat, after which the final printing

of the Directory would begin. , . " " <'
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Statistical organization and training (agenda item 5) ...

(a) Working Group tq Review Statistical Training Needs in Africa

34« The secretariat reported on the implementation of the project entitled "Working Group

to fifeview Statistical Training Needs in Africa" and called the attention of the Conference
to 'the conclusions and recommendations of the Working Group contained in document

E/CN.i4/CAS.10/5f particularly in connexion with the Statistical Training Programme for
Africa (STPA) which is annexed to this document. A seoond document entitled "Consultants
ftaport oft Statistical training needs in Africa" (E/CN.,i4/CASr10/4) was also considered
for reference along with the document earlier mentioned in connexion with'this item

of the agenda.

35* The Conference congratulated the secretariat for successfully carrying out.,the.

tank entrusted to it at the last session. It also expressed its appreciation of the

considerable amount of work done by the consultants and by the Working Group which

met^in-Munich;

36. ;The Conference noted with satisfaction that the Statistical Training Programme for

Afrioa (STPA) is designed as a permanent framework for the development of statistical
training in t^e region during the next ten years and that it should -be flexible so as

to 'flL-fltfw the centres which are not members of it at the time of its .establishment to
become members later.

*37» The Conference debated at considerable length whether priority should be given to

the training of professional statisticians, as recommended by the Working Group, or to

the training of middle-level staff. In that connexion some participants pointed out

that the estimates of retirements showed a ratio of* middle-level statistical staff to

professional statisticians of only 1.3 to 1, which did not appear realistic in view of

the need for more middle-level personnel for the implementation of statistical projects

9tft5h;-asi censuses and surveys. In answer to that remark it waa pointed out that, in

aoootfdance- with the recommendations of the Working Group., STPA should cover the national

needs of the region and not merely those of statistical services or governments in general.

It was noted that demand for professional statistical personnel in other sectors (public
enterprises, private sector, etc.) is very substantial, vhilG middle—level personnel,
with the exception of the case of a few countries, generally remain in the statistical

offioes. Other participants,pointed out the difficulties in the organization of middle-

level training at the national level and felt that such training should be provided in

regional centres. On the basis of their experience, some representatives emphasized the
importance of middle-level national training courses. The secretariat then noted that

the Working Group recommended the organization of such courses at the national level
where possible, and suggested the continuation, of the courses offered by the regional

centres serving more than one country, which will form part of STPA. In addition the

regional statistical training programme should assist countries which wished to establish
middle—level in-service training programmes*

38. The Conference endorsed the recommendations of the Working Group on this issue but
expressed a wish that, where necessary, certain regional centres providing middle-level

courses should be expanded. In that regard it noted that the East African Statistical

Training Centres (EASTC) in Dar-es-Salaam could take 100 or so students if the problem
relating to premises is settled.
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39* A few participants expressed doubts oEhccrning the reliability of the., estimate?. .
which were provided, particularly as regards statistical- training1 requirementsV It "wate

indicated that these estimates were established on the basis c^ information obtained

in two surveys, organized respectively-by-ECA and-CESD, Supplementary infomat!On" was

drawn from the Directory of African Statisticians and other surveys carried out by EGA

in the past. This information thu.3 derives fi^st and foremost from national sources, but
the'consultants and the secretariat were obliged to make.their own estimates for some

countries on which tha information required was not available-,

40.' The Conference was of the view that despite their ioiierfectione,. the figures

presented in the tables relating to STFA probably give a fairly'complete and realistic
idea'of the general sitv.ation0 . :

41B Another question whioh was raised relates to the laok of suitable candidates foi\ -.

statistical training, In tbat regard the Conference was reminded of some solutions, ..

which were suggested By the Working Group, namely th© introduction of statistical ,^

education 'in'"secondary schools^ the opening of a*preparatory class in the statistical- ■,

training centres, the admission of some students-jwithout an examination, motivation

of students, etc* It was confirmed that in all hasos ijt i3 necessary, to ensure good-
qu&lit^ training, ' ' ' . "','■

42r, ■ Some participants said that, because of their. obns3.derable needs, their statistical

offices recruited students brained in other related disciplines such as economics and

sociology and gave thosa students practical and theoretical in-service training. It was

suggested that the statistic:, contents of training prctgrammes on those related disciplines
hldbS imp<?oveda

43» tThe suggestion th-at ths liiractors of the Training-Centres in the region should
s>b every two years v^.3 noted*.'

44.: The need to include EDP courses statistics syllabuses was recognized. It was agreed

that ejiybody who did training in statistics should be able to rse paclcage programmes and

that i.t'waG not only enough to be able to oc^muhicate >rith EDP staffo

45o The Conference expressed its agreement on the following specific requirement which

should receive special attention in the Statistical Training Programme for Af^jca (STPA):

(1) Thenewly indsp^ndent Portuguese^speaking countries require special help and
t. ? . ia:. separate project is probably needed because, of their specific problems;

: .(a). ;A: new-course is needed at the ""ing&iieui- statisticien-economiste" level by
;■■■ : the iPrenoh-lejiguage group ^o-complement the current operations at CESDf Paris

.-: .- and the Rabat Centre. Th'3 naw course could be opened at cne of the existing
■ centres* ■ _'

(3) The new French-speaking oentro in Kigali should introduce a middle-level
course as soon as possible«
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(4) The Kampala Institute is the most difficult project in the programme. This
Institute must be developed on an effective regional basis if English-speaking

professional requirements are to be met. ■■-..-..•..-_:.,

(5) Nigeria, the largest country of.the" regi oh', has. correspondingly: large requirements,
The country will endeavour to pay for its own training but will need expert

assistance. It should* also envisage an interchange of students with other
African countries to avoid isolation. •

(6) Expansion of the facilities at the University of Ghana' is envisaged as an
important means of overcoming the shortfall in professional training for the

English-language group. If the Ghanaian authorities agree with the idea, a

new project will: need to be negotiated.

(7) The English-speaking Centre of Dares Salaam (EASTC) which is offering inter-
, mediate and middle level courses should increase its capacity as soon as

possible in order to meet increasing demands in the East African sub^region. ■

46. The role of ECA in the implementation of STPA waB considered by the Conference.
Some participants felt that ECA shb dd co-ordinate the various funds whioh would be paid

under the programme. It was indicated that if ECA received authorization to mobilize

the funds required, that might have political implications since countries, particularly

those hosting the training centres, have proregatives in that regard. In addition the

current regulations within certain donor agencies give,the right to negotiate only to

countries taken individually or to groups of countries.

47. The Conference was of the view that ECA should *,lay a role of co-ordination and

leadership and, for that purpose, it might ensure the dissemination of information on
statistical training activities, promote the development of the teaching programmes,

particularly by strengthening co-operation among the various training centres, and assist
in the quest for financial resources.

48. The Conference felt that the STPA-document, although it constituted a sound.basis for
the programmes should be revised before "being "sent to African governments for endorsement,

and then to international and bilateral sources of assistance. The document should, in
particular, indicate ways and means by which each centre might resolve the problem of

the training of trainers so that, in time, these centres should hot depend on external
assistance. The document should also indicate the opportunities offered by the various
centres for post-graduate training, Lastly, it should provide more detail on the

question of specialization, particularly as regards training in data processing.

49« The Conference confirmed the need for governments to express their willingness
to participate in the financing of the programme in two ways: a) expenses arising for
the host countries of the STPA centres and b) contributions from the countries using
the centres, for example through the payment of that part of the scholarships reserved
for tuiticn fees. It was pointed out that these scholarships may also be financed by
external sources such as the indicative planning figure (EPF) of the United Nations
Development Programme (tJNDP) and the multiannual programme of the European Development
Fund (EDF)O
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50. Finally the Conference adopted the Report of th^Working.Group, and
Training Programme for Africa (STPA), provided that the aboye-mentioned

be -undertaken,

(b) Technical assistance in statistical development . .

51. The discussion was based on a report on technical assistance in/^
in Africa (e/CN.u/CAS.10/6) whiah provided a broad classification of types

t^ S it t jcts regional proj^rta^ ^f^
e/CN.u/CAS.10/6) whi p
aSties into country projects, regional pj^
quantitative review of the coverage of technical assistance

LSriesTAfrica provided by UNDP, UN3TPA and certain ;^~^£
of funds^in-trust. The review covered the period unee the 1*^^:^*;; -
had started providing-technical.assistance in statistics to countries in Afiioa, ana

also gave separate figures for the two-year period 1975-1977°

52. The report provided information regarding fellowships awarded and utilized by
countries "between 1 ^4 and 1977 as a result of specific requests-under country IFFs
either as part of a project or as a full project. The report briefly ^^"V*1*
adequacy ofpublishi statistics in Africa; and also gave a general descriptionof how
requests to UNDPand UNFPA for■tec.mical -assistance In statistics should be made by

national statistical organizations*;-.'

53. Introducing the item, a" representative of the secretariat emphasized that technical
co^peSn activities w;re basically directed to two objectives. First they^hould
enable countries to produce specific data required for drawing up an^/or monitoring their
socio-economic development plans and related programmes. Secondly, theyshould enable
countries to develop statistical infraatrupture ar_- also develop-the skills necessary

to enhance self-reliance.' ;; '

54. The secretariat representative observed that there was a oonstan^decline in funds
being provided for technical assistances activities in,general, and particularly for

technical activities in economic statistic.»

55V --The secretariat therefore sought guidance. f«>m the;,0ouSarence on ho^that^trend.could
be arrested, since, the analyeis of published statistics in,Africa provided in the document
gave no! indication that a.satisfactory level had been reached in the production of economic
statistics- On the contrary,, the analysis indicated.that action was still needed in
many-African countries to improvs stataotics, andLpai-ticvlarly economic statistics*

56. It was also pointed out to the Conference that the United Nations Statistical
Office was developing additional census and survey data processing software for ^J-
computers under a UMFPA^sponsored projwt, and that an edit package, extension to XTAIiLl
had been produced. The representative of the secretariat said-that a .more extensive^and
powerful edit package was being devsloExi and was scheduled to be released by the end

of 1977. ■ <■■;■■•.■■ ;; ■ " • ■" ' /- -. ■■ ■ ;■ ■'■■■• ■■■ ■ •■,;■

57. The Conference reiterated its profound, concern ^rlier ftipr^xl at the ninth session,
at the inadequacy of technical assistance funds allocated to supjwrt activities in; the

field of statistics, :-
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58r Representatives of the. Lsecretariat and.UNDP explained that it was the responsibility
of countries to include under^thei'r country IPPs programmes which would provide support
for technical assistance in statistics. ;.'It was observed that there was a growing
tendency for countries to consider, .technical assistance, in statistics as a residual

matter. The secretariat and UJ$P^representatives, while conceding the continual decline
in financial allocations for technical assistance in statistics in the countries of the
region, urged each statistical offices in the region to persuade the planning ministry,
or other authority which co-ordinated all, technical assistance programmes, to include ■
statistics in the country's "technical assistance programme as one of the areas of
priority, / ..

59. The Conference devoted considerable attention to .problems associated with the
appointment of technical assistance, and, the qualifications and work of international
experts. Some participants asked whether the. secretariat would agree, to their nominating
experts to fill a post and would recruit such experts. Other observed that, out of
ignorance of its actual needs, a coiintry might., request technical assistance to conduct •
a particular survey when in.fact that survey was not important at that stage in its
statistical'development. It.was suggested that the secretariat should advise the
country concerned to dr6p the survey as soon as.the. facts became known instead of
allowing the survey to go on and end without any significant results, ■

60. -The secretariat representative noted that every.consideration; would be given to
TZ°r££ i2V ?o™trf-nomi*aW expert if be was qualified, but observed that experie
sno*6d that m most case t itd b

i2V?fW pt f was qualified, but observed that experience
that, m most cases, experts nominated by countriec had proved unsatisfactory.

He therefore, warned the Conference against the-.possible unfortunate consequences of
nominating experts to fill posts on their country projects.

61. The secretariat representative further appea^d to countries asking far technical
assistance to ensure that they .provided counterparts for the experts, as that was the
ZnLTl** l°Vht techhib?1'resistance given would yield the desired result of
transferring skills to countries. At this point, some participants proposed that in
£ rJirSUr? T\ Wtabl? ^owiterpar* staff- were made available by member countries,
the secretariat should request countries to provide curricula vitae for counterparts'
at the time when requests for technical assistance were made. The proposal was rejected
by tne Conference. .

til ?! thS seor^ariat, ,and Uffl)P further pointed out that a oountry

?5ajssnsjztnd
vxsible subject: like bridge-raiding, and statistioians
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63.,.. The secretariat representative then referred to a letter dated 6 August 1.977 issued
by tl*e Deputy Administrator, of UNDP to all UNDP Resident Representatives, calling for

a special review of the machinery for co-ordination of technical assistance in the

field of statistics in each country* .It was suggested that, in future, information should

be.provided on all statistical projects and statistical components of other projects

executed "by all the specialized agencies in order to provide- a more comprehensive picture^

64.' The Conference was informed that the letter had been sent by UNDP at the instance'
of the United Nations Statistical Office, acting on the directions of a working group
of the Statistical Commission,

65 • In an earlier enquiry, a few countries had provided information on the co-ordinating
machinery that existed in their countries, while others had indicated they had no

co-ordinating machinery.- The response for African countries had been poor,

66. The working group had considered a report based on the replies received, and had
instructed the Statistical Office to undertake further work in that area. In order to
be able to provide information covering the practices in African countries, the ""
secretariat had circulated the UNDP letter to the Conference and requested oaember
countries to provide information on: '.

(a) What. machinery existed in member Countries for the co-drdxnation of technical
assistance in general and. technical assistance'itista^istibs in particular; and

(b) Whether.the machinery, if it, existed, was operational. ' ' .'[

67. The secretariat also requested member countries to provide specific examples of
problems or instances of the absence of co-ordination-which might have led to duplication
or inefficient use of resources. The secretariat also wished to learn of"instances'
where there had been successful eo-ordination at country level.

68. The secretariat requested member countries to provide the information in writing
in order not to delay discussion of other agenda items. ' .

National accounts and related statistics (agenda item 6) ' '

(s) Implementation of the revised system of national accounts , *.'].'■:

69» Under this sub-item, the Conference discussed the following-papers: "Current
weaknesses in African national accounts estimates and suggestions for improvement with

a view-to further implementing the SNA" (E/CN.I4/CAS..IO/7); "Measurement and .valuation
of non-^arkeied production" (E/CN.I4/CAS.IO/8); and'"PasSage fro* the French (Courcier)
system of national accounting to the revised SNA and vice versa" (E/CN../I4/CAS.IO/9).

70. The discussions on the first- %vo subjects covered the development'of basic.data
used for national accounts, while ;the third study was desired'to help national accpuataate
and planners in the French-speaking countries used to the French XCourcUrJ-syirteiiLto make
the passage to SNA without difficulty.
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71 • Three common weaknesses in the basic statistics used for compiling national-accounts
in many couktries were identified. They were: """_ '"'',.■'

(a) Deficiency of statistics on gross output and value added of agriculture,"
[especially for food crops and livestock;

(b) ' Lack of information on gross output and value added of the services sector,, „
0,s well, as non-availability of data on non-organized activities not covered by censuses^
and surveys; and

(<>) Lack of relevant information on household expenditure.

[72. Suggestions for the development of basic statistics both in quantity and quality,
Vhich was a* prerequisite for improving the quality of national accounts estimates, were
jaxamined-V They included;

..»..■'■ ■■ ■ ■

(a) Well organized annual agricultural surveys with extensive orop ouirfcing exercises,
and sample surveys to collect information on the labour force, the mode and use of
production, farm management, expenditure on inputs and fixed capital formation, etc.;

; (b) Specific sample surveys for livestock, fishing, the service sector and other
fton—organized activities; and

(c) Household budget surveys to gather information on income distribution,
Consumption, saving, etc.

73. The participants recognized that the defects enumerated should be remedied in. order
:ror national- accounts to become an effective tool7 for economic analysis and planning.
$ome participants raised the question of the need for internal co-operation between the
frepartmeht responsible for compilation of national accounts and the departments which
1ised the statistics. In setting up programmes for the development of statistics, the
Usefulness of multipurpose surveys was stressed in view of the limited resources in the
((jountries of the region.

74. The representative of Nigeria informed the Conference of the adoption of SNA by his
©ountry, although there were still many gaps in basic statistics to be filled in the
doming years, mainly in the fields of agriculture, livestock, forestry, road transport
and distribution services. As far as non-marketed production was concerned, the evaluation
(j>f those activities had not yet been undertaken in the Nigerian national accounts, because
jf a lack of information and staff. However, efforts were being made to incorporate.it
into the national accounts.

t5. The Representative of Algeria said that his oountry had actually adopted SNA, but
planned at the-same time to,present-na£Lo^U<w>(Mtt^

S8!^^81^,.^?6^8,^ the A1eerian.eco*°*y/by adopting some concepts and definitions
o!f the MPS (Material Product-System), Concerning the estimates of non-marketed production,
He pointed out the weakness of the method of deriving non-marketed production as a residual.

T vf^!!uS? 2?e h°P? that a mOre "refined" ^thod <=°uld be found. At -this point, it was
ifepliAI that the method of estimating non-^rketed production depended on the availability
o|f information; therefore the method of estimation could be improved if more relevant
information was made available.
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76. It was agreed, that the ECA secretariat should produce for the next session

of the Conference a report on the status of rational' accounts development in the »egion

and the uses to which the data were being pu~u.

77* The Conference recognized that, in the field of national accounts, technical

assistance would still "be required for some time by many countries of the region*

The representative of OCAM said that the ECA secretariat's efforts in that respect . ....

should be continued, and thai training of national staff in national accounts should .

be intensified*

78* In view of the importance of non-marketed or subsistence production in the economies
of many African countries, the Conference welcomed the idea of a working group which

would provide guidelines for the measurement and valuation of their actj.vit£es. ..."".."

The-objective of the group would be to indicate the information needed.and''0$. use

in order to improve the estimates of non-marketed production in the national accounts"

of the countries of the region* ,_.

79* Although considerable progress had been made in the region in introducing SNA

during-the past nine years or so, and although many African countries which had

formerly followed the Courcier system had now more or less converted to SNAf.

it was recognized that tHe study would be of interest for national accountants

and planners in providing guidelines for making adjustments and approximations

in order to arrive at roughly comparable series to meet the needs of economic .

analysis and development planning. . '

80» The representative of the Munich Training Centre informed the Conference c,
that two'training courses in national accounts based on the revised SNA, including

input-output tables, would be organized at the Centre in'1978 - one from Haroh .. . - , v.

to June for English-speaking countries, and another from September to December-for .,..

French-speaking■countrieso The "two courses would emphasize the adaptation, of the
revised SNA to developing countries. The representative of .the United Kingdom

informed the Conference that a Seminar or. National Accounts for Producers and

Users of National Income Statistics was to be held from January to April 1978 at

the Institute of Development Studies in the University of Sussex. Fellowships

were available1 for the seminar* .: . '! ... .

81e A list of proposed modifications to the ECA work programme in national accounts,
finance and prices was circulated for Consideration under item 9.

(k) Public aeotor "Statistics .: : ...

82* A member of the secretariat reported that papers on "Public finance statistics
1970-1974" and "Capital investment and financing in the public sector, 1960-1975"

had been prepared f-dF^he^ el&v&rfch "issue 'df the "Statistical and economic infonoation ...
bulletin for Afriea""; As the bulletin was still with the printers, copies would b« . ,
distributed %o all statistical offices In the region aV a later date.

83. The secretariat representative outlined the weaknesses and the time.lag in ounmit •]
statistics relating to the'public sector in general,; and.invited the Conference to make
recommendations on remedial measures to improve such data. ., .: "'.'.■
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84. The Conference^ noted thai; one reason for the late -publication of some country;
documents was.,the need, in some■ countries, .to: .obtain government clearance before ■ !

the documents, were publisheii;, another was the size of some countries* It suggested

that if might be possible for statistical services in the region which needed

government clearance and experienced long delays in the publication of their

dtt request a special dispensation to extract certain data for advance'-"

85? Tfce Confe^nce suggested that, in view of the importance of the public'sector,
tfce secretariat should undertaken a study; of those>African countries which- had so far
adequately defined the public ^.sector* ■: .-■■■■ •■ ■■' ; ' ■ ■

86.,;The.,Qonferen.ee was informed that the United Nations Statistical- Office" was '
preparing ,a report for the ^aext.. session of the Statistical Cbiilmission which;will' "'

cover progress made on a public sector manual which would incorporate a revised ^;

classification of the purposes of the government. The report will-cover-progress

on $he IMF and UNSO.manuals., including-the reconciliation called for in'both '

manuals.,and endorsed by the Statistical Commission at-its nineteenth :ses3idn.: "

(c) Prices . ..■■■".■■.■ j_w ,,_; /:^=. i^U::':!:..^

87, In introducing the topic,the secretariat informed the Conference that'rtii§ ^tt^jjj
prepared on the topic E/CN.14/CAS.1O/1O was not available for reasons of difficulty
of reproduction:. . It then drew attention of the Conference t6 the need ""-for' tnel develop-'
ment of price, statistics- in-relation-to the analysis oh price movement :by kindiJof '■ T
economic^actiyity and the., marked.aoceleration :of inflation rates in tHe African region"
i^°%1^ and called on the Conference to consider the subject on the following cohtext

88. Firstly, the development of price statistics should be understood as :an improvement-
of existing statistics; collection methods and processing, training of competent and
responsible staff-, up-dating of the weighting co-efficients-t- etc. - - ■ ' ■

89» x§e,9ondiy.,,. the development of price ^statistics may be: considered within the fraraekbrk.
of the,.E(>A:. ^roj,ect; for price comparisons in relation to* the United Nations InVernatibnal '

Conparison Project which make it possible, among other things, to improve existing price
statistics in terms of concepts, definitions, characteristics and selection of represent
tatiya products.,., standardization of the "basket of'goods and'services, etc;. . '

90. Thirdly, $he development of price statistics inay be considered wi-thin the: £raineWark *"■
of^tlie^ew^ International Economia Order.- Regular surveys of prices^ for a few important ■
products at various market/levels would permit' a better'national: strategyin the field
of prices* ....^v,^;. k, ,*<■- i=;- ^ v.'r , 1-: . : ■■ ■ ■ ' '•'■..■.. :.:?-*■ . .

sir-ylr. . j ;--,> t-,v:;^ r'^7- ,: -i.t-. ■■'r:-,-i-- .'.../•■ '=- ^'- ■ • .■■■^■--^ . .: ■ ■ , \ •

91. Fourthly, the devel^paent-of-.pride statistics may be envisaged throu^i the integration
of the data collection operations within the African Household Survey Capability Programme.
This would makeit possible.to obtain additional informati&n on prices, "'' '-'■ ;

■ f
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92- Lastly, the development of price statistics might be undertaken within the

framework of a working group set up "by the Conference rto discuss in detail the

formulation of such a 'project,1 on the understanding that the expenses incurred in ':j:! '

the convening of this working group should "be paid by the participating African ' '

governments. *. ■ ■ . . ■ -■■-■■■ ' ■'•'
■ s . ■ ....... - ■

93* In the discussions that followed the Conference considered in broad terms the

question of prices and the varying sources of prices, including foreign trade transactions.

The difficulties of collecting satisfactory foreign trade price statistics were

examined. Prominent among them were institutional problems such as currency variations,

and the uncertainty created in. price levels as a result of the fact that price quotations

included non-itemized charges for installation as well as-the cost of certain products

which many countries were technologically not sufficiently developed to assimilate.

Other difficulties, such as the use of local measures, determination of specifications,

and unpredictable price movements resulting from unplanned marketing in the countries

of the region, were noted. ; .

94. The Conference agreed to. the appointment of a working groups to examine the details

of collecting reliable price statistics and the achievement of timeliness in publication.

General economic statistics (agenda item 7) . .,;-

External trade' ■■"■.■ , : ;

95* -It. was recalled that at the ninth session of the Conference the importance of

external trade statistics had;been emphasized, and that the secretariat had been

requested to. study and report, on external trade statistics practices iii the various

countries of the region and compile meaningful analytical tables on a yearly and regional

basis, duly interpreted in a new annual publication - "Foreign trade statistics for <

Africa* series.C: Summary tables".. ■ ■ ■

$6» That new publication .was intended to meet the need and the growing demand for

complete analysis of African external trade data on a regional and subregional basis,

in vi«wof the joint approach adopted,by member countries in their international'nego

tiations, taking account of.the realities of, and the active interest in, intra—African
trade. ■ ... . ■ ■ .:,.,■■-.■.■-■ ■...■■;■■. ■ •.■=;■ j

97• A member of the secretariat introduced a paper on "African external trade" statistics

practices" (E/CN»14/CAS.1O/11), which was the result of a comprehensive survey involving
intens.iye desk research and a-mail inquiry, addressed to 50 African countries. It was ;

pointed-.out. that, although the response .rate appeared encouraging, there had been several

follow-ups involving much correspondence, including telegrams, and that replies had been

received from only half of the French-speaking and only two of the -Portugue»e-»speaking — ^

countries* Furthermore, no replies" had-been received to- some - letters addressed -to oertain

national offices:.seeking"clarification-on certain doubtful or*incomplete replies.

98. The usefulness of the. survey was emphasized in as much as it provided a basis for

the explanatory notes necessary for a regional publication, as well as for comparability

of country data. However, it was recognized that the resulting analysis suffered from

the fact that some countries had not replied, and it was agreed that they should provide

ECA with the necessary information on the completed questionnaires as soon as possible,

and that all countries involved should reply as a matter of urgency to supplementary

inquiries addressed to them*
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99« -, The. Conference was informed that although, on average,, the entire prooess of

compiling and publishing annual reports took eight months to complete, the external

trade .statistics a\ .ilable to the secretary it in respect, o,f 1975 related to only 23

out of 54 countries of. the region, and in respect of 1976, -tp only 4 countries- Also,

in respect .of some other countries, no data whatever,... were available to the secretariat

from primary sources* , .

100* It was pointed out that copies of relevant publications or machine print-outs

could be despatched to ECA through UNBP. Also, copies, of magnetic tapes oould be

sent- to the United Nations Statistical Office in.New York,, their Trade Statistics

Branch in Geneva., or directly to ECA, so that the necessary data ..would be available

to the secretariat in good time3 Countries should provide the: materials free of charge,

since there was no budget to pay for them and they would be receiving BOA publications

in exchange* It was further pointed out that exchange arrangements existed between

the European Economic Community in Luxembourg and the United Nations Statistical

Office, so that countries sending tapes to Luxembourg need, not send them elsewhere.

101• It was suggested that, in view of printing and distribution difficulties in .certain

countries, advance copies of annual statistical reports could be reproduced on dupplicating
machines in order to save time. Tin representative of the United Kingdom suggested that

countries might wish to consider requesting aid in that area,

102* It was also suggested that costs could be substantially reduced by reproducing

the data on microfiches, of which not more than three films, would be sufficient for

the complete, annual trade statistics of any African country. That would require the
acquisition; of a miorofiche. printer and a microfiche reader, the cost of which appeared
to be within the reach of even small countries.

103. It was pointed out that there were significant differences in practice.as far as
coverage .was, concerned, and that none of the^ countries reviewed followed international

; recommendations relating to the treatment of commodities recommended for inclusion in,
: exolusion from or separate recording from t, ide statistics, There were also important
differences in respect of the valuation and quantification of specific items, commodity
classification.and the definition and classification of partner countries, as well as
the construction of index numbers. In addition, for the large majority of countries9
no relevant index numbers were constructed.

104. It was recognized that a sovereign State should conduct and report on its statistical
activities according to its own requirements, but in view of the demand for regional
:data there was an urgent need for standardization in concepts, definitions and praotices
| in the area of international trade statistics. The survey was criticized for including
;no question relating to. the level of detail within classifications used* or of the
employment of secondary classifications such as statistics by end use or by economic
categories. However, it was agreed that the'need for standardization could be satisfied
by the adoption and use of the relevant Un^tefMations standards in every country of the
regxon, and that the secretariat should init.i^te and maintain a flow of correspondence
with the national statistical services of these countries to that end.
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105» The Conference was;_informed'that the first issue of "Foreign trade statistics for ,

Africa, series Cj Summary tables" had been prepared, but-that it had not yet "been sent

for printing. A cLaft copy had been put on display,'and comt onts- were invited from the:

participants. Written in English, and. French, t it covered^an 11-year period ending in

1976; and contained just .under 4OQvpagesv It included 17 reference tables covering -■■.,-

values of imports and exports by sections of the Standard International Trade Classifi

cation, quantities and values of principal exports, direction of trade, matrices of

intra-Afrioari trade and indices of quantum, unit value, and tems ■ of trade. It was pointed

out that the -tables relating to the direction of trade, and more particularly the ■

matrices, presented a :sad reflection of the deficiencies at the country level, and1 that ■■■.■

in ordor to compile proper regional statistics the secretariat;needed .complete data on

imports from" and exports-to every single trading partner by-commodity* ■ * • ■.

106- The document also,included a detailed analytical review of Africa's external trade

situation over: the period. - , . : ' " . ■^■■"

107* The Conference welcomed the document as a serious endeavour to further regional

interestsf:and:-it was agreed that, as soon as it was ready, copies should be sent to

Africahf n^i&anal statistical offices fop. detailed criticism, all of which should be ■ ' > ■
takiwi|.linto:"afccco\Hit.wirenithe next i vSua. was being prepared. : ' "■ • v - '

(b) Energy

108« The programme for the .preparation of an energy balance sheet, as worked-out by

the United Nations Statistical Office in New York, was presented to the Conference'

(e/oN*;14/0AS«1O/1-2)» The document" provided. a list of energy .commodities, a table; ' ;
showing the framework of the enorgy Taalances and ? uummr-ry of the various sector profiles.

A ^pvesentative of the Statiirtical Office emphasized the urgent need for a stock-taking

of energy^ data for all energy-commodities. The data would have to be worked out very

carefully:amh cro©s—chocked with all theavailable sources* Valuable balance-sheets

could, only be: prepared wit^. reliable datai

109* , Oae^haelelation drew- attention to some problems in measuring non—commercial :

energy^. and; eited the-.oases of firewood and charcoal, for which energy measurement

coefficients-had not been;.developed.. In the discussion that followed the Conference

recognized the need for the development of a methodology in that area, and requested "ihat
standard conversion factors for the various energy commodities should form part of

the; questionnaires which weretobe forwarded to. countries* ■ ':'"

(g) Industry r ■->-..'■'■. ,.. • ■ ■

110. A report on "Trends in and Improvement of African Industrial Statistics" ;

was introduced by the secretariat (E/CN.14/CAS.TO/i3)» ;

111^ ...The document contained a bibliography of reports of national industrial :

inquiries :.whiojfci-.had been received by the secretariati - The Confererice was invited

to oo-operate in up-dating the list, if necessary by sending the missing publiqa-

tions to the secretariat. Countries were also invited to provide missing data and

f>orrootions to the secretariat for the table on gross output data.
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112. A representative of the secretariat drew attention to the analytic tables,

and particularly to the number of items for which data were missing* The table

demonstrated the danger of.comparing data on an international level* Many items

appeared to be impossible to obtain in some countries, while they were available

in others*. The secretariat would appreciate comments on the table and explanations

concerning,the nd.ssing data0 In■order to improve the value of the results of industrial

inquiries, the secretariat wished to suggest that in future the gross-output data

should be divided into three different subgroups, namely consumer goods,, intermediate
goods arid capital goods, That system had many advantages, such as the avoidance

of double counting, increased possibilities for input-output studies, and differentia
tion of intermediate and final products.

113» In response to a suggestion by the secretariat that a uniform minimum size of.

establishments (20 employees and over) should be used in the annual industrial inquiries,
many representatives indicated that that was an arbitrary, figure which would be very .

difficult to use in all countries, because of local circumstances<. However, representatives
agreed to the .suggestion that at least the main results of their inquiries should be
published.in such a way that the results for medium and large industries (20 employees
and over) could be easily extracted. . .

114« Many representatives also emphasized the need to increase the number.of units .
of study to be included in the annual, inquiries.by reducing the minimum size of units
from 10 to 5 employees, as in the Benchmark inquiries, ■ . ■ ■

115» Many were also in favour of the organization of a working group on industrial
statistics as soon as possible. The working group should deal with such subjects
as methodology for industrial inquiries, the 1983 world programme for industrial
statistics, sample surveys for small-scale and household industries, the registration
of industrial establishments and the problem of the mixed activities of industrial
establishments* The Conference recognized that, in addition to the study of
methodology, there was also a need to examire the frequency of publications on
industrial statistics« It was agreed that monthly and quarterly figures were also
neededo Those data were to be collected by specific commodities,"as"was done already
in. various countries. Some views were expressed on the need to keep the Benchmark > '
inquiries to intervals of five;years, instead of 10 years, which was the current :
practice. . . ,. . .

116* As far as the World Programme of Industrial Statistics for 1983 .was concerned,
many representatives indicated their willingness to participate- Some suggested
that that Benchmark inquiry should be prepared by a working group with special ■ .
interest in the registration of small industrial establishments* A suggestion thatf -
the 1983 Programme should be extended to include construction, commerce and other
censuses, as had been done in the past by some countries, was referred to the"

proposed working group. It was also suggested that*- the Munich Centre might consider
repeating its oourse on industrial and: handicraft statistics in 1981.

(d) ; Agriculture

117. The EGA statistician.responsible for agriculture explained to the Conference
that th^Piia. representative was unable to present his paper because of administrative
problems. Nevertheless, because of the importance of agriculture, it was worth
mentioning some of FAO's work in agricultural statistics in the region, particularly
where such work was complementary to ECA!s work in the region.
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118. Reference was made to the many and varied types of agricultural statistical

data that were collected and published by FAO* Because the countries in Africa

were J^rgely agricultural, such statistics were important in measuring, the quality.■--. ..

of life,F as had been.highlighted by the Executive Secretary in his opening address.

In any attempt to measure the quality of life or to develop indices to measure ■ :. . :

human well-being, the use of data on agricultural situation was imperative. ■-■'

119* The Conference learned that two consultants had .recently completed a study ■-:■':

on livestock, which was expected to lead to the development of a methodology for -

the collection of statistics on livestock production in the region. ECA and FAO

had co-operated fully in the implementation of that project.

'120. The FAO representative disclosed the elaborate plans which had been made to
enhancje:.the participation of countries in the I.98O round of the World Census of

Agriculture programme* FAO was preparing and offering assistance to countries in

the region. That programme and the ECA household surveys programme were complementary,

and countries in the region should endeavour to harmonize the two operations.

121• The participants were informed of, procedures for.forwarding, requests for

assistance to the FAO Statistics Division, and of proposed training.courses for

the 1980 World Census of Agriculture. Projects for tlie improvement of agricultural

statistics in the countries in the region which would cover improvements in infrastruc

ture were also being contemplated. >

122. An appeal was then made to FAO.to give priority to filling the post of Regional

Statistician in Accra, which had been vacant for some two years. There was an urgent

need for action in that regard because of the ever-growing need for agricultural .)/-

statistical information. . . ■ !::V
. ., r -........-

ocozioinic 3tatj.qtjcs' . .- ■• -..

123> Under this item of. the agenda, the secretariat made a short introduction of a study

relating to the statistics of tourism which it has prepared and which was to be published

in issue 11 of'the Statistical Information Bulletin for Africa. Because of printing? ■-•-1

difficulties, the document was not available and therefore, could not be distributed

to the participants. . . .-. = .

124. Concerning the subject outlined, one participant raised the problem of . ,■-,.•- .-.3.;:

all-inclusive tourist travel provided by travel agencies.. Other participants felt! '; "f :-

that it was necessary to draw up.standards and to have guidelines in order to have >:' ■

a better idea of tourism in African countries. In response to these .concerns,-: ; ■-.. --.rr :;

the secretariat pointed but that the study it has prepared orw statistics, of tourism■;.<■. ^.r

in fact, had the principal aim of serving as. guidelines to assist.African countries - :

in compiling their statistics of tourism. The study examined the problems which

have been raised and set out the relevant solutions. Another participant suggested {•■/"

that the secretariat should identify the effects of tourism on African countries

and prepare a. .methodology to assist in identifying these, effects.. ..iThe secretariat . ■ ' i

took note of these requests but. emphasized the difficulty of the problem because of the-.

complexity of the. factors Involved and the absence of statistics in the field. n.--
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125- The secretariat also submitted, still under this item of the agenda, a study

relating to transport statistics namely* rail transport, sea arid road transport Which

had appeared in issued 8 and 9 of the Statistical and Economic Information Bulletin

for Africa*

: 126* The introduction of this topic gave rise to almost no observations. One participant

raised the complexity of the operations in the field of transport statistics and another

spoke of the problems which arise when one railway serves several countries. The

isecretariat felt that these latter problems might be solved through concerted action

by the-countries concerned, but recognized the need to study these'problems further*

IDemographic and social statistics (agenda item 8) -

(a)' • Population and houaing consusoc and surveys

i 127-- Three background papers (E/CN.I4/CAS.IO/14, 15 and 16) were introduced by a member
of the secretariat. Participants were invited to submit to the secretariat ae soon as

;possible after the Conference more detailed written comments on the main document under

idiscusBion (e/CN.14/0AS.1O/15)i so that those comments could be taken into account in
!the revision of the document. It was envisaged that the revision would cover suoh topics

as the time reference for the economic questions, which had inadvertently been omitted

from the present report. The meeting was also informed that the draft recommendations

from the Conference would be considered by a group of experts selected from all regions

whioh would meet in New York early in 1978. The recommendations of the group would

form the basie of the principles and recommendations for the 1980 population and

housing Censuses.

128. In.the discussions which followed, participants regretted the inability of EGA .

to convene a meeting of the working group on the African recommendations for the'19|80
population and housing censuses. It was pointed out that, since detailed study of

the EGA document was essential and since concepts, definitions and classifications

had to take into account conditions in the region, it would have been much better for

a regional expert grouj> meeting to examine the recommendations' before they were submitted

to the full Conference for approval. The secretariat explained that efforts had been

made for the past two years to secure UNPPA or bilateral funding for the meeting, but fciad

failed* - Tke Conference^ ttrged" that continued - efforts- be made" to convene" a workihgKgroUp or
a number of small working groups to consider various aspects of the concepts, definitions

and olassifications of relevance to Africa.

129* It was also stressed that, in the field of census taking in particular, there was

need for regional self-reliance whereby countries with the relevant expertise made

experts and documents available to countries lacking these resources. The use of

outside experts-was not to be encouraged except as a last resort, since many of them

were unfamiliar with Afrioan conditions.

130. The Conference endorsed with some reservations the main recommendations in document

;E/CN.14/CAS.1O/15« In particular, the Conference noted that the law governing censuses
should be as flexible as possible. The inclusion of very specific details, such as

names of persons and dates, might cause frequent revisions of the law, and thus lead to

unnecessary delays. For countries with a federal structure, it was suggested that the

conduct of a census should be one of the special powers retained by the Federal Government.
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131. It was also agreed that the census time-table should "be carefully thought out

so that .adequate.provision could be made,for all major operations.* In that connexion

some participants raid .that the secretariat's suggestion thai, ideally the pilot
census^should take place a year before the main.census, ,so that the lessons of .the

pilot census could be fully taken into account before the main census was undertaken,

was rather unrealistic in view of the normal delays encountered in cartographic

operations and the rather fluid staff position in a number of statistical offices,

in* the region,. It was. argued that six months before the census would be a more .
realistic period for the pilot census. However, other participants stressed that.it

was egsentiaiL. that the pilot census - .which, should"bB-viewed as a .fuH--dress rehearsal

for the oensus - should be oonducted in almost ijfce samel..oliinatic conditions as the

main census so that any difficulties could be taken into account before the main

census. ' . .

132. It was also agreed that the census budget should make adequate provision for all

phases of the census operation, from the "pre^enuineration stage"" ■fccr-daira" processing,

publication and subsequent analyses, That would snsure that, after considerable sums

of .money ha4. been spent in collecting the datar there would be enough money, left for,

data^ processing, publication of the data and other .pas^enumeration operations. It; ,

was afao agreed that the budget should be as flexible, as. possible, to permit unforeseen ,
itiema of expenditure to be catered for without undue delay. However, tjiere was- no '

consensus as to whether African governments should shoulder the main, financial burden

of the "census operation. ...It was noted that, while that was the desirable, long-term
goa.1, a !nuraber of countries in the region might find it difficult' to undertake a . ,
census programme, except with massive external aid» . .. ■ . . : .!, >'..-.'

133* The Conference endorsed the view that it was desirable to establish a set of .

bodies such as a central census committee, a technical advisory committee and a

communications or publicity or local coromittee, since they all had a role to play in

making -tl^e census operation a success0 It was stressed that a ministerial committee

(Central Census Committee), generally made it unnecessary for detailed, memoranda to
be submitted .to- the Cabinet with the usual attendant delays • " .. . -> \ ,,,'•

•134* ■ Participants also endorsed the suggestion that census offices should have, a ; ....

well defined struoture and adequate staff* ... .,..-- • ■-. \ - ,

135v, While census cartography was considered essential for a.successful census, sqm3 .,

participants felt that the rather high cost.involved in. the operation was disproportionate

to the benefits to be derived from the exercise., Some felt that detailed mapping was .._

unnecessary and that sketches could be substituted for maps, while others held the

view that the detailed, maps used in .a number of African countries had helped to

reduce the coverage error of the.oensus,. and provided a geographical frame for quality

control operations during the census and a basis for sampling,frames for post-censal.

survey. The secretariat reiterated the view that the cost of the cartographic operations

should be viewed in relation not only to the census., i-tself .but also to the inter-oensal

surveys which made use of the maps created for the census•
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136. With respect to the recommended topics relating to population censuses (E/CN.I4/GAS0
*0/15i PP* 4&-49)i the secretariat indicated that the topics "type of activity, occupation
industry and employment status" were "recommended" topics and uot "other useful topics" '
as had inadvertently been shown in the documento The Conference took note of the
modification and accepted the recommendations in principle* It felt that a more
detailed study of the topics should be undertaken before a final selection cculd be
made, but in view of the fact that the working group could not meet, the only option
open to the Conference, appeared to be to endorse the recommendations in principle.
However, the endorsement did not necessarily imply that the questions were to be asked
on a 100-per-cent basis or on a sample basis , In gan&ral four criteria had to be
taken into account in deciding whether the topics should be investigated or, a 100-per-cent
basis 01-not. The four criteria mentioned by the Conference were tha level of
geographical breakdown for which the data was required, quality of staff, time and costc
In that context, the secretariat was requested to study in ©ore detail the possibility
of collecting some of the recommended information through post-censal surveys rather
than through census operations. The results of its investigation should be brought'to •
the attention of the Conference at its next session. The participants also felt that
in present African conditions, the shorter the questionnaire, the better the chances of
achieving good results, ' It was suggested by ^ome participants that retrospective questions
such as those on births and deaths yielded poor quality data and should riot be included
in the census. The recommended tabulations on population censuses' were also approved,
with the proviso that there should be a balance between the recommended topics and the
recommended tabulations. . .

137- With respect to housing censuses, the Conference endorsed the following topics
as recommended for inclusion for the 1980 round: number of-houses,-type of housing unit
type of occupancy, material of wall, material of roof, material of floor, source of '
water supply, source of light, source of fuel, type of toilet and bathing facilities,
It also endorsed the recommended tabulations on housing censuses included in the
Principles and Recommendations for the 1970 Housing Censuses. 1/

138. With respect to census tests, it was emphasized that apart from the pilot census

hJZll* °UlT *]V* S°me LSpeCts of the censue could be *****<* <**•■■ Some participants,
thelonL^ r ^d!lines °n the "** Procedure to be adopted for tests in general aJT '
the content.of each type of test in particular, They suggested that any revision of the
document should include such guidelines. *wvj.«±uh 01 xne

139- Par the enumeration of nomades, the Conference endorsed the r9cc-.ame>idat^ or. that

S°^LTMt+7/?rk ^0Uld be Carried Cut in Africau °°u*t*°s to dete^ine themost suitable methodology to apply before selection and final testing of the method,

^i/v! aS al8? 5 cons9nsus on the recommendation that a census tabulation plan
should be drawn up before the census questionnaire was finalized. The content of the
questionnaire should be deduced from the data requirements of the tabulationpr^gra^e

Papers, series M, No. 45 (United Nations publication, Sales No. 67.
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It was emphasized by the secretariat that.such an approach would yield the beet possible

questionnaire in which all the data, collected would be tabulated and analyzed* Such

a procedure would also be of great assistance to the data processing experts

141. It was also suggested that, where country data processing experts were not available*

regional or interregional advisers could be invited to identify procedural and resource

requirements as early as possible*

142 o Recommendations were luada on ths need for speedy publication of census results and

the need for the evaluation of census results with respect to both coverage and content.

With respect to data analysis, the participants generally accepted the view that the \

results of a census should be analyzed in depth. It was emphasized that such'an'analysis

should be comprehensive and relevant to the needs of policy makers and planners. The

need for extensive training of analysts was also emphasizedc .

143* Finally, attention was drawn to the fact that the census-itself was only one '

of the operations in the data collection field, and that there was a need for

an integrated programme of data collection at the country levelo

(V) ■ AfriGan flcHaaahQ ld; Survey Capability ,Pro'granim» '

144* 'The secretariat presented the Report on the Afrioan Household Survey Capability

Programme (E/CN.I4/CAS.10/17) and a paper entitled Some Aspects of Household Survey
Methodology (E/CN.14/CAS*10/i8)„

145« The Conference was warmly congratulated on the African initiative in suryeyV/'.
development* The proposals had been considered by the United Nations Statistical,

Commission and,a. draft resolution prepared by .the Commission had been adopted by

ECOSOC. As a/result, interest in survey capabilities and the r£la4;ed requirements.

were being examined on a worldwide basis in preparation for a meeting of prospective' -f::

donors and users to be held towards the end of 1978* It was envisaged that the ;

surveys programme in each region would be organized by the regional1 commission and ..

that it would comprise individual country projects*

146. The Conference re-affirmed its support for the Afrioan Household Survey Capability.
Programme (AHSCP) and emphasized that the objeotive was to develop survey capabilities
in individual countries which would serve to meet the data needs of those countries*

It did not envisage standardized arrangements for data collection throughout the region,

because priorities differed between couutr:.es and the information, i-equirements were. ''

often of a detailed nature> ■ -. . ■ ; ■ .

147 • A number of points were raised in /connexion with document E/CN«14/CAS*1O/i6. In

the design for the year-long household survey it was suggested that the selection of 24 V..,i

households in each enumeration area (EA}. was too high- It was noted that this arose
from transport constraints in the country concerned but that provision had been made
to reduce the number to 18 or less*
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M48i ijtWs further suggested that a three-*stage sample^design would "be more appropriate
under most African conditions • In reply the secretariat explained that the arrangement

involving only two a-ea stages had been evol ed in the light-of a new local government
structure. Also only one Ei had X>zzn aelectcd froai each local authority instead of two

from a group of 'authorities in order to keep mapping operations within reasonable limits.

149. tnrepiy to another question it was indicated that income stratification was

based on information in respect of the entire household and not just the household head.
However these records related to cash income and could lead to difficulties in obtaining

an effective stratification in areas with a high proportion of subsistence consumption.

150..tIt was agreed that the use of substitutes in the sample of households for budget

recording should be kept to a minimum. There was also a possible problem in' the method
proposed for introducing substitutes in that contact between the field staff and the

central office might cause undue delays.

151. $he desirability of obtaining records from individual ho\i.seholds for periods -

of more than one month was questioned. The general view was that one month was normally
adequate in urban areas but that much longer periods were needed in rural areas in

order to take account of seasonal fluctuations in income. This was important' in

surveys aiming to obtain a good indication of the income distribution but not in

those concerned with estimating aggregate income, production and consumption.

152. With regard to the definition of the household for survey purposes it was noted
that it might be better to use the de facto membership rather than the definition which

excluded visitors suggested' in the paper.

153..1 In reply to a question about household trading, professional earnings, etc., it

was explained that there was adequate provision in the budget form and satisfactory

reobrds should, be obtainable if household members engaged in these activities were first
identified. The single visit questionnaire was more explicit on this topic and dealt

separately with individual enterprise activv'ies.

154. It was appreciated that unusual items such as large personal loans could distort

the budget picture. Nevertheless such items had 'to be recorded when they dccurred. It
migbt be possible to give special consideration to their treatment at the processing

stage.

155. The section of the paper dealing with labour force surveys gave little explanation

of the items to be recorded and it- was suggested that standardized definitions should^

be introduced., because results would be very much dependent on the interpretation placed

on the.various"items- Information was given on a comparative study currently being

undertaken by ILO on the. definition of economic characteristics. While the Conference

agreed in principle with" tkie desirability of standard definitions, it felt that national
requirements were .the primary consideration and that it:would not always be possible

for countries to conform with rigid standards*
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,156* In general it:was considered that theestablishment.of household survey capabilities
could have enormous benefits^ ^e HJOSOC resolution should;therefore receive the
strongest possible eupport..-: With regard, to the setting up\of: hese capabilities the

Conference was informed thai, the United Kingdom had created a separate Social Survey
which was later amalgamated:with the agency responsible for population censuses and-
surveys. Suoh a division of the survey organization in its earlier stages of develdpiuent
had been of considerable advantage in seouring the,necessary financial resouroes.

'.'157'i It.was pointed: out that a permanent field survey orgariization;'with.properly_;;
.trained staff was: essential for reducing non-sampling .errors. Also in tha earlier -
stages of developing such an organization better results would be achieved from integrated'
programmes of single subjeot surveys rather than from an attempt to mount complicated
inulifrisubjeot inquiries. Projects had to be carefully worked out to minimize costs-
to government and donor agencies. Data processing had been noted as a significant -
problem in many surveys and special help would probably be required in this area. l

158. vAWbougti Kenya had made good progress in establishing its survey programme, the
JConferenoe. was informed that a number of problems had been encountered. Initially-the

' national sample had provided inadequate national coverage with top few clusters in some
provinces. The number had been increased to proyide for provincial estimates but would
need to be doubled "to aliow) foridi'saggregation of data to dietriot level. There were
logistic problems related to the increase in sample size and these concerned both
transport and the optimal use of enumerators.

.15^* It fead also tysen found in Kenya that there was art inadequate population base ■
for establishing the sample and interpreting survey results. Ratio estimates using
population projections were satisfactory at national but not at provincial level. -
La<Jk,of.adequate.population.data had also made it difficult to map cluster boundaries
to give-units of equal sizej experience had shown, tliat a.count of structures did not
lead.*© a,good estimate"of the number'of households'4nd'it was necessary.to undertake
a listing of tfce households in primary sampling units;., Ther6 was another problem"
relating to the neec for unique single sampUng frames; .P6pu?a-£;ion based samples
were satisfactory for some inquiries but specialized frames were needed -for the
investigation of crop areas, markets, e;to. It was noted that the third round of the

Integrated Rural Survey.:was to^ large extent labour force oriented. _ t

160. The Conference was informed that Nigeria had been operating an integrated survey
system for more than ten years in both rural and.urban areas. The programme included,
the. collection of agricultural, economic and demographic data, very often on a regular
annual basis. The programme had been considerably; expanded in;i9J0. ; ;

0. p-

161. It was .reported that Senegal had conducted an experimental multipurpose
in 1973-75 to proyide guidanqe for the organization of a' nationalr household survey.
The field work had lasted for one and a half years and was concerned with; rural
areas, in particular the .factors influencing,the economic arid social-conditions of ■
villages. Resuits were now under examination for the purpose of sele6tihg;*he-vapid,'bles

and characteristics to be included in the national survey-
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162. Survey activities in Liberia were also described* Current work was concentrated
on household expenditure and there would later be demographic and labour force surveys.
The country felt the need for a more integrated approach to the organization of field
operations but there was a problem in that surveys were funded from different sources
according to subject. Ii was necessary for funding agencies to appreciate that it
was often more economical for several topics to be combined.

163. The Algerian participant informed the Conference that his country was planning
a household income and expenditure survey for 1978. This would be followed by labour

foroe and fertility surveys. He observed that there was a need for countries"to adapt the
survey arrangements described in the ECA document to their own conditions and requirements.

In some cases it might be difficult to choose between integrated programmes of surveys

and multisubject operations. There was also a growing need to provide data for regions
within countries*

164* It was suggeated that the secretariat make contaot with the Swaziland statistical
authorities who were also engaged in a household survey. The Cameroon participant

indicated that his country would shortly embark on a fertility survey and that a household
budget survey would be organized when funds became available. '

165. The UN Statistical Office reported the*preparation of a revised Handbook of
Household Surveys in co-operation with UN specialized agencies. This was intented
as a contribution to the solution of the kind of methodological and organizational

problems discussed by the Conference.

(°) Other demographic and social statistics

i) Social statistics in Kenya

166. The Kenyan delegate presented an overview of the work which the Central Bureau
of Statistics in Kenya had undertaken in the last few years in the field of Social

Statistics as well as Food and Nutritional Surveys. .This was undertaken as part of

the UNICEF Global Social Statistics Programme to enable developing countries to

institutionalize their capability in-collecting social data. The Kenyan programme

was outlined in document E/CN.14/043.10/19 and Conference delegates were presented with
a set of reports relating to a number of studies undertaken by the Bureau.

167-, In the discussion which followed the Zambian delegate observed that a number of
countries had mentioned the problem of sampling with regard to survey work in their ,H;

contributions to discussions. • -He therefore proposed that it would be useful if the

EGA oould convene a regional meeting to discuss the issue. The delegate of USSR outlined
the work undertaken in his country in this field. The representative of the Munich

Centre brought to the attention, of the Conference two courses to be held in 1979 at the

Centre in the field of social statistics, one in French and the other in English. The

delegate from the. United Kingdom, informed the Conference that, his country was hoping

to undertake some research on food and nutrition surveillance programmes which would

include some reference to the Ethiopian and Kenyan experience. In reply to a quetion on

the relationship between social planners and the Bureau of statistics regarding the setting of
priorities for the kind of data to be collected,1 the Kenyan delegation outlined the

problems involved in this aspect and paid tribute to the role which UNICEF had played
in this aspect of the work.
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168. The UNICES' Regional Adviser also, outlined work which had been undertaken to
establish a feed-back between jjolicy-makers and statisticians. He also pointed out
that UNICEF was providing an advisory service for the East African .Region in the field
of sooial statistics and that there would be close co-operation with other agencies
and the EGA in this matter. The UNICEP delegate based, in New York informed the
Conference about work'to be undertaken in other African.countries and other parts of >
the world. The delegate from Ethiopia informed the Conference about food and nutrition
surveillance programmes which are being conducted in Ethiopia and offered to keep the -■'■■
ECA and other interested agencies informed of its future development. He also stressed-
the need for studies to identify social"indicators which could best reflect the quality-
of life in African countries. " ..",.." . . ■■-.■?■-.■

ii) Manual of demographic concepts and definitions ",.■■■ .

169. The draft manual of demographic concepts and definitions suitable for African
conditions, the subject of ECA .Conference resolution 2^0 ,(x), was introduced to the
participants* ' ' . ... , . . .

170. After an dutline of the work carried, out and the way in which countries could
co-operate in improving the draft manual, the participants were requested to oommunioate
the draft to the national demographic services.. . ,,,...

171* The Conference recognized the usefulness of the draft manual and the need for ^
co-operation from countries so that the improved draft, could be submitted to the

next session of the Conference of African Demographers. It was however, observed that
such co-operation would be possible only if the. draft manual, was available in both, r
English and French. ■" -■---•---—= —- - ■

172. An undertaking was given that suggestions concerning the presentation "of"the
draft manual would be forwarded to the ECA secretariat.

iii). Migration statistics in Africa ... -. - : . ■; -,>.-■.■ ?■■.:■ •.. =

173. A study on migration statistics in Africa, published in issues 8. and 10 of ;;
the "Statistical and Economic. Information Bulletin for .Africa1.1, was introduced by a:
member of the secretariat. The study related to internal migration: among what is ' ■
known as the sedentary population.

174- The Conference noted that the concepts and definitions used by the countries of
the region to include migratory movements in population, oensusea and surveys are often
vague and inaccurate. It was decided that the secretariat, should continue its investigation
of the problem taking into account recent country experience, particularly on the ocoasion
of the implementation of the programme for the 1970 series of population and housing' '
censuses, post-enumeration surveys and various household surveys. It was expected that
the investigation would lead to the formulation of some guidelines.concerning concepts
and definitions to be,used in the African context. It was also pointed out that the
study should be, supplemented bjjr consideration of statistics on international migration.
The participants in the Conference were invited to send to ECA all documentation available
to them, both on internal, an^, international migration. : : '
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175* In response to a question, the secretariat replied that it was not considered

useful to draw up sT>ecifio recommendations at the present stage of the study in view .

of the inadequate documentation available at ECA on the experience of the countries.
of the region that have undertaken collection of migration.statistics.

176. Finally, ic was noted that the date of the Independence of. Algeria should read
5 July 1962 instead of 1 August 1962 in the above-mentioned'study.

Programme of work and priorities (agenda item 9)

177* The Conference considered the ECA Statistical Programme as approved by the

Conference of Ministers (E/CN.14/CAS.1O/1, para. 54). After reviewing the changing
needs and conditions of the region, it recommended the revised programme annexed to
the present report- .

Other matters (agenda item 10) .

178. Thepojiference deplored the decrease in regional advisory services in statistics,
and urged ECA to appoint as .a matter of urgency two Regional Advisers in Household

Surveys • If there were enough regional advisers, it would be possible to ftvaluate the

household survey plans of national statistical offices before they were implemented.

179* Participants also commented on the duration of the Conference of African

Statisticians. They realized that the decision to reduce the number of working days

to five and a half had been taken by the Conference itself, but in the ligit of

experience at the tenth session it was felt that a return to the previous 10 days'

duration was necessary. It was pointed out, however, that if the working groups

suggested by the Conference functioned properly, then the length of the Conference
should be left flexible for the secretariat to^take the final decision.

180. It was also suggested that there shoved be co-ordination between bilateral and
multilateral agencies<= In that connexion, «;he agenda item on technical assistance should

deal rather with co-ordination of technical assistance, and should cover all such

activities in the international field which were relevant to African.statistical
development.

181* The need for African statistical offices to develop techniques for computing the
implications of new schemes such as the Programme of Action on the Establishment of a

New International Economic Order was stressed; such tools were invaluable in negotiations.

182. The Conference stressed once again the need for exchanges of publications among
African statistical offices and between them and ECA. ECA was asked to prepare a list

of statistical publications for circulation to African statistical .offices• A member

of the secretariat pointed out that a similar EGA project had been suspended because
of the need to computerize the procedure.
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183» The*distribution-of country reports at the-Conference, which appeared to have '
been discantintaeft} rhould be reactivated. However, - such reports should not be discussed

at the Conference;- chat would make it unnecessary for participants to make long

references to country experience in the discussions at the Conference. ''" " '

184* ECA was urged to explore the possibility of using experts on a non reimbursable' '
basis, as was done in Asia. Direct approaches could be made to donor agencies to

obtain the services of regional advisers under such a scheme.

185« The representative of the United Nations Statistical Office then informed the
meeting of. the deliberations of the nineteenth-session of the Statistical Commission.

In particular, he mentioned'the fact that>the Commission had considered the question

of the.financing training of statisticians, and had submitted a draft resolution on

"Financing of training of statisticians especially through regional funds of'the '

United Nations Development Programme" for adoption by the Economic and Social Council.

After minor amendments, the resolution had subsequently been endorsed by the Ee'oaomio■■

and Social Council at its last April/May session 1977. The representative of the
Statistical Office ^also indicated that the following publications' had either been'

published by the Statistical Offiocv '6v Were under preparation: "■"■"*'

(a) Report on Welfare-Orierited Measures (already published)

(b) Guidelines on Income Distribution (already published)

(0) Distributive Trade (already published)

(d) Guidelines oh Price and Quantity Statistics., (already published)

(e) The Organization of National- Statistical services (already published)

(f; Provisional Guidelines on ^iternational3burism Statistics (not yet published) :

(g) Statistics of Internal Migration, including National. Practices (not yet published)

(h_)' Promoting \ie. Improvement' of .Socia? Statistics in Developing Countries (not" "
yet published) . '.'... . - ■ , • ■>■, ■■ . : 3-

(1) Recommendations on International Migration Statistics (not yet published}^

Consideration of the draft provisional agenda for the eleventh session of the Conference
(agenda item 11) " ■..;■. ■ .' ■' ;■ ■ ■■' ■' ■■ ■ ■"■' ' :-:-:::'■"■ - '■' - "'.,*'" '

The draft iprovieional agenda presented by the secretariat was mbdified sli^itly

The Conference approved the following draft provisional agenda:

!■• Opening-address , ■ ; ,- ■ ■ ■'' ' ■' . ! ' '

2e Election' 6t ;6ffic^rs, n,_':, '.[_. .: ". [■,-■■.

3© Adoption of the agenda .■.■*■ t ■ ,
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4. Matters arising from the tenth session of the Conference

(a) Report on ECA statistical activities

(b) Progress report on the reorganization of the Conference

(c) Progress report on the Statistical Training Programme for Africa (STPA)

(d) Co-ordination of technical assistance for African statistical development
(e_) Statistical organization

(f) Data processing

5. The Programme of Action on the Establishment of a New International Economic
Order and related statistics

6. Economic statistics

(a) Report on the status and uses of SNA in Africa

(b) Report of the Working Group on Price Statistics

(c) External trade statistics

(d) Distributive trade

(ej Industry and construction statistics

(f) Other economic statistics

(g) Methodological problems relating to index numbers

7. African Household Survey Capability Programme

8. Demographic and social statistics

(a) 1980 population and housing censuses

(b) Social indicators of relevance to Africa

(c) Other demographic and social statistics

9» Programme of work and priorities

10* Other business

11. Consideration of the draft provisional agenda for the twelfth session of the
Conference

12. Report of the Conference to the ECA Executive Committee and Conference of
Ministers*

flfl«,JSL^^V0 lhQ itemS Bh0Wnf lt WaS Pro?osed that financial statistics should be
discussed under item 6. However, the Conference agreed that a status report on the
subject should be prepared by the secretariat in co-operation with IMP. if, after that
?£T +h **•***» **• secretariat felt that it should be discussed srrarately under

Adoption of the report of the Conference (agenda item 12)

188. On 22 October 1977 the Conference unanimously adopted the present report to the
ECA Conference of Ministers on the work of its tenth session.
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Annex I

Annex_I; _ Wised programme of work and priori ties' aa. approved bv th* Conference

9.540.00 STATISTICS

Origin: General Assembly resolution 2211 (XXI); Economic and Social Council

resolutions 37 (LVIl), 2054 (LXIl) and 2055 (LXIl);:ECA Conference of
Ministers, Executive Committee and Technical Committee of Experts;
Conference of African Statisticians',;

Project, aim: TO develop and co-ordinate statistical services in the African region
. . . to meet the growing data requirements for administration, industry,

policy formulation and planning for economic and social development;

To develop a regional framework of statistical information, supported
-. by detailed studies, providing a reasonably comprehensive acoount of the
African economic and social situation.

9.541-OQ General aspects of co-ordination and development

01 Servicing the eleventh (1979), twelfth (1981) and thirteenth (1983)
.sessions of the Conference of African Statisticians; technical support
to projects undertaken directly by the Conference;

02 . Continuing review of statistical- -.ganization problems' in the region,
preparation of periodic reports, with supporting action as necessary;

03 T,..,BienftiaI Publicati°tt of tiie Directory of Afrioan Statisticians and the
Bibliography of African Statistical Publications, and perinrf-in. rnhii,>a+^»
of the Statistical Newsletter;

04 Maintenance of an inventory of electronic data processing equipment,
related staff resources and applications for the region, and circulation

summaries and evaluations. Working group on data processing

05 Co-ordination.'of data bank activities; the data bank is expected to
include an extensive documentation reference service.

9.542.00 Train-Ing ■ . ..

01 Support to national and regional statistical training centres and
. ■ ■ : - provision of.biennial, reports on African statistical training;

02 * Follow-up action on the Statistical Training 'Programme for'Afrioa
(STPAJ in co-operation with the United Nations Statistical Office. UNDP.
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9«543»OO National accounts, finance and prices

01 Assistance to countries i^ applying the revised United Nations - -r .

System of National.:lfiCQunts. {$Bk). and-in- developing related-basic seriesT
provision of regional advisory services in national accounts;

02 Report on the status of SNA and uses of the data (1979);

■■'■"■ ■ ■ ■ ■'"■■ ■ >- ■ *■

03 . Development of a data base in national accounts including finance

statistics., using secretariat estimates where necessary (in cor-ordination
with other relevant activities of the United Nations data system);

04 , Development of a co-ordinated system of African price statistics at •;

producer, wholesale, local purchaser, expert and world market levels (in

; co-operation with the.United Nations Statistical Office), Inputs will

be price data regularly available from African countries, plus more

detailed information on, selected primary commodities., Purchasing power

: parities of African currencies.(in co-operation with the International
Comparison Study)o Establishment of current:sectoral deflators for
African national accounts and other series. Report on producers1 prices

of principal African commodities. (1.979) • Working group on price statistics
(1979); —

05 ,_ External transactions statistics* development of data base-and
supporting methodology; ;>-rq :

06 Public sector statistics: deyelp^^nt of a data base and supporting
methodology; reports .on public; debt in African countries (t978)1;t and

analysis of public sector statistics (1980);

Y? of BtatlstiOaT'relationships betveen economic ..aggregates
for ti_3 improvement of national"'accounts estimatjs: second periodic report

(1979);

08 Analysis of input-routput tables for selected countries (1980)-
■ ■ ■-'■■( ■■ ■ ■ .-.■....■.

9*544*00' External trade statis-Jiios ' ■:: : ■-"

01 Assistance in improving ,the coverage, timeliness and me^Kbdology of
'national trade .statistics;^, ■/.. . ^ - ■■'■.. ■: ■

02 Compilation of quarterly data for the periodical publicatibtf of *

"Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa, series A; Direction of total trade";

03 Prbce.s^ng o^r .annual commodity trade statistics for individual countries
in standardized value and quantity units (in co-operation with the United

Nations Sta;tis,1;;ica.l Office); utilization of these records in'developing an
external trade-data base; publication twice a year of- "Po-reigh Trade

Statistics for Africa, series B, Trade by Commodity and by Country";
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04 Preparation of special tabulations, etc. to assist the development
African trade, with, particular reference to intra-Afrioan trade and terms

; of trade; periodic publication of "Foreign Trade Statistics for Africa,
.series C, Summary tables"«

9»545«O0 Industrial statistics

°1 Assistance to individual countries in applying the international
recommendations for industrial statistics and improving the coverage

and timeliness of these data; working group of industrial statistics (1981);

02 Development of a data base for general annual industrial statistics
and annual and monthly commodity production statistics in the fields of

mining, manufacturing, construction, electricity, gas and water; the data
base will include energy balance sheets;

03 Continuing statistical studies on productivity, the structure and
development of manufacturing in Africa, capital output ratios, local
processing of raw materials for. export,, and the relatioship between

production and trade in African manufactured products •

9»546*«OO Other economic statistics

01 Agriculture: development of a data base incorporating PAO and other
material; statistical study on production and trade in agricultural
commodities (1978); .

02 Transport and communications: development ;of a data.base and provision
of methodological assistance to countries (in. co-operation with the
United Nations Statistical Office and other agencies); working group on
transport statistics (1980); methodological study on measurement of road
transport movements (1980); statistical studies on air.transport (1980) *
and African merchant shipping fleets (1981);

03 Tourism: development of a data base and supporting methodology
(continuing project); training seminar on tourism statistics (1983);

04

01

Distribution: initial seminar on development prospeots (1978)

05 Preparation of the African Statistical Yearbook, the annual "African
Ebonomic Indicators" and the periodic "Statistical and Economic Information
Bulletin for Africa"e

9«547«OO Demographic and social statistics . . ;

Support to population census advisory services and to the African
Household Survey Capability Programme (AHSCP), which will cover employment,
other productive activity, income, consximption and expenditure and related
socS&l and demographic data; provision of other advisory services in
demographic and social statistics;
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02 ''■■•■ Methodological studies: civil registration (1978), scope and quality
of demographic and social statistics in Africa (1980), concepts, definitions
and classifications for selected demographic and social statistics field*
(1981); , ;. : ,_

03 Working groups and training workshops; civil, registration (1980),;

framework of the integration of social and demographic statistics (198I)t
migration statistics (1982); ' , #

04 Development of an African demographic and social statistics data ".' »"'»'■ ^
• ■ base;' '■■ ■ ■' ■■ " -■■."* ■" ' ■

■ .■ . ' " . ■■■ ■ ' ■ .4

05 ' Selected social indicator's of relevance to Africa (1979).

9.548»00 Census advisory services

01 Advisory^fiervices in the planning aiidconduct of national censuses of
population andhousing (in co-operation with United Nations Headooiarters)5
in-service training of local technicians by regional advisers;

02 Methodological studies: evaluation of colleoted data (1979), evaluation

of eoverage and content errors of .censuses (1980), review of African ■
eensus and survey methodology (1981); ..

03 Working groups: methodology for the 1980 round of population and

housing censuses in Africa (1978); training workshop on population censuses
(English language group) (1978);' coverage and contenj; enter evaluation of
censuses* (1980); training workshop'!on population censuses (French language

■■ group) (1982)* -; ■. _ ■ ■ -....;,"■. .■.,■'.:...'"■*■ ':*'■" ... -..-l.'j

9«549»OO African Household Surtfey Capability Programme "

01 Advisory services in the planning and.conduct of integrated national
household survey programmes (in co-operation with the United Nations
Statistical Office);

02 Development of methodology for the continuing collection of integrated
economic, social and demographic statistics from households;

,03 - ' Participation in the oo-ordination of international and bilateral
assistance to participating countries;

04 Working group on the organization and methodology of household survey
programmes (1979)* ,


